Upcoming Concerts

Holiday Gala to benefit The Doorways
Friday, December 8, 2017 at 7 p.m.
Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall
W.E. Singleton Center for the Performing Arts

Tickets:
$10 General Admission, $5 Children 12 and under

Leon Fleisher and Katherine Jacobson, piano
Mary Anne Rennolds Chamber Music Series
Sunday, January 28, 2018 at 3 p.m.
Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall
W.E. Singleton Center for the Performing Arts

Tickets:
$35 General Admission
$32 Seniors (60+) / VCU Employees / VCU Alumni Association members
$25 Children (16 and under)

GO.VCU.EDU/CONCERTS

Women's Choir and Vocal Chamber Ensembles

Wednesday, December 6, 2017 at 7:30 p.m.
Sonia Vlahcevic Concert Hall
W.E. Singleton Center for the Performing Arts
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA
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Fire, Fire, My Heart.................................................. Thomas Morley
In My Solitude.................................................. Duke Ellington, arr. Paris Rutherford
In My Life.................................................. John Lennon & Paul McCartney, arr. Roger Emerson
Georgia Cotter, soloist
VCU Rams on Fire
Le Baylère................................................. Traditional French, arr. Goff Richards
Warm-Up from Mass........................................ Leonard Bernstein

Les Six

Bring Me Little Water, Silvy.............................. Huddie W. Ledbetter, arr. Moira Smiley
The Parting Glass.................................................. Traditional Irish
Santa Claus is Comin' To Town........ Haven Gillespie & Fred Coots, arr. Michele Weir

The Seamas

Holly, Jolly Christmas........................................ Johnny Marks, arr. Kirby Shaw
VCU Rams on Fire

Ceremony of Carols, op. 28.............................. Benjamin Britten
Hodie
Wolcum Yole
Ave Maria.................................................. Gustav Holst
Mirdz Svecîtes (The Candles Glow).................. Rihards Dubra
Emily Nesbitt, Jenny Snyder, Lexie Gruber, and Kate Juliana, soloists

Eve's Confession........................................... Paul Carey, Text by Diane Lockward
Ella Mort, Celeste Rubino, and Jenny Snyder, trio
Ave Generosa.................................................. Ola Gjeilo, Text by Hildegard von Bingen
Abby Graham, Charlotte Schule, descant
Take Me Home.................................................. Words & Music by Kevin Olusola, Kirstin Maldonado, and Audra Mae, arr. Roget Emerson
Carol of the Bells............................................ Traditional, Words & Arrangement by Kirby Shaw

VCU Women's Choir
Rebecca Tyree, conductor
Danielle Gibbons, pianist

Special thanks to Ruta Smedina-Starke for coaching the Latvian diction.

VCU Rams on Fire

Lauren Barnebee
Alyse Coleman
Abby Graham
Lexie Gruber #
Kathryn Juliana
Trinity Kenny
Ella Mort
Emily Nesbitt
Dyson Roy
Celeste Rubino *
Charlotte Schule
Kayla Seabolt
Jennifer Snyder *
Laila Stone
Mikala Swank
Jenna Wallace
Ashby Whitehead

* CHOIR MANAGERS
# SECTION LEADERS

VCU Women's Choir
Rebecca Tyree, conductor
Danielle Gibbons, pianist

Hailey Broyles
Colleen Christman
Georgia Cotter
Kathryn Juliana
Randall Mailand
Paige Melton
Kristen Melzer
Connor Terrell
Jasmin Ward
Trevor White

The Seamas

Georgia Cotter
Kathryn Juliana
Kristen Melzer
Jasmin Ward

Les Six

Hailey Broyles
Colleen Christman
Randall Mailand
Paige Melton
Connor Terrell
Trevor White